volume of Professor Guthrie's great history of Greek thought deals exclusively with Plato. Plato, however, so prolific a writer, so profoundly original in A History of Philosophy, 01 The Beginning of Greek Philosophy. A History of Greek Philosophy. Guthrie, William Keith Chambers. sob encomenda. R$ 326,70. em 15x sem juros no Cartão
a. The History of Philosophy as an accumulation of Opinions
b. Proof of futility of Philosophical Knowledge obtained through History of Philosophy itself
c. Explanatory remarks on the diversity in Philosophies.

   a. The Notion of Development
   b. The Notion of the Concrete
   c. Philosophy as the apprehension of the development of the Concrete.

The third division, which deals with Plato and Aristotle, is found in Greek science where objective thought, the Idea, forms itself into a whole. The concrete, in itself determining Thought, is, with Plato, the still abstract Idea, but in the form of universality; while with Aristotle that Idea was conceived of as the self-determining, or in the determination of its efficacy or activity.